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Abstract. This paper deals with comparative study of wind-induced mutual interference effects on twin
Square and Fish- plan shape building models having equal volume. Wind induced pressure and force is measured through experiments under boundary layer wind tunnel for interference and isolated wind incidence
condition with building model of scale 1:300. For isolated condition’s study two wind incidences i.e. 00 and 1800
is considered whereas; for interference conditions ﬁve different orientation of twin interfering building models
are considered. The distance between the twin building models is ﬁxed at 10% of the height of principal model.
The variation of coefﬁcient of wind pressure on different surfaces of the model is shown by contour plots. To
examine the mean variation along the faces Face-Average Cp has been calculated, plotted and discussed to a
great extent. The interference study is done in order to understand the effects of different conditions that can
arise in real life situations and the differences associated with them. The concluding remarks states the dominance of Drag and Lift forces at isolated 00 and 1800 wind incidences for Fish- plan shape model and at isolated
00 wind direction at Square shape model. Also, the overall efﬁciency in terms of Base shear of principal building
is enhanced due to interference effect; with maximum efﬁciency exhibited by Back-to-Back wind interference
condition when only Fish- plan shape model is considered. Overall, maximum efﬁciency in terms of induced
wind pressure and base shear is exhibited by Square- plan shape model at Full Blockage condition.
Keywords. Tall building; pressure coefﬁcients; minimum, maximum and average face Cp; average
interference factor; base shear; force interference factor.

1. Introduction
Tall buildings with unconventional conﬁgurations have
been constructed nowadays to satisfy today’s needs for
providing aesthetically sound shelters to humans due to
population growth. The buildings not only provide shelter
but also provide a barrier between the outdoor and indoor
environments and the inhabitants residing inside it [1].
Most of the manmade structures are bluff bodies and are
subjected to formation of large eddies in its wake [2]. Tall
buildings are more susceptible to wind excitations and are
more sensitive to dynamic loading [3] for which shape
optimization of the cross section is put forward to improve
its wind resistance [4]. Wind-induced lateral movement of
tall structures may cause annoyance to the occupants
(especially in the upper ﬂoors) and can also succour
structural damage [5]. In addition, it is further seen that, the
effects of wind loads are dynamic in nature and can cause
collapse of the structure [6]. In designing of tall and slender
structures wind loads play fundamental role and thus need
for accurate evaluation of such with respect to both collapse
*For correspondence

and serviceability conditions [7]. The tall buildings should
be designed for the extremes taking into account of past
time experiences with dust storms and thunderstorms of
these gusts of wind can cause major damage to the structures as compared to local winds [8].
Due to increase in the number of tall and slender structures all the dynamic aspects of wind like ﬂutter, vortex
shedding, galloping and unaccountable behavior of wind
needs to be studied in detail [9]. Ample amount information
is available in different international standards [10–14] for
isolated wind incidence conditions only and that too only
for regular square, rectangular, cylindrical, etc. plan shape
buildings. Due to mutual interference, the wind loads on
tall structures may increase or decrease depending upon the
parameters such as upstream terrain, shape and size of the
buildings, the incident wind directions and the building
arrangement as well as spacing. However, because of the
complexity of problem with wide range of variables in
interference conditions no information can be found in any
international codes. The consequences of under speciﬁcation can be serious and hence, this necessitates more
experimental and/or analytical study. Furthermore, the
results presented in this study can help structural designers
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to choose among ingenious solutions with an objective to
fulﬁl collapse and serviceability requirements of a structure
under extreme wind actions.
It is apparent that wind loads on tall buildings can be
reduced by using two approaches; one is use of ‘‘Aerodynamic Mitigation’’ technique and second is use of
‘‘Aerodynamic shape optimization’’ technique [15]. The
present study emphasizes on comparative experimental
investigation between Square (ﬁgure 4(a)) and Fish- plan
shape (ﬁgure 4(b)) tall building model by considering
‘‘Aerodynamic shape optimization’’ approach. For good
comparative study between both the models, same volume is regarded. The purpose of the study is to present
pressure distribution on various faces, to depict base
forces and also to delineate pressure and force interference factors of Square and Fish- plan shape tall building
models for different wind ﬂow at isolated and interference conditions because these results are not incorporated
in relevant codes and no analytical formula is available
for evaluation of wind effects on such complex plan
shaped tall buildings. Square- plan shape model is studied
also to validate the experimental method according to
various international codes. The functionality of Fishplan shape structures can be as hotels, museums, institutional buildings, ofﬁce, hospitals, educational spaces
and other public buildings. Isolated Fish- plan shape
buildings are adapted triangular- plan shape buildings that
are often build at triangular plots on the face of merging
roads; the best example is the New York Flatiron (see
ﬁgure 1).
From the available literature it is evident that most of
the previous interference studies are concentrated on
ﬁnding optimum building conﬁgurations and/or distance
between the interfering models of square or rectangular
plan shape buildings such as, Lam, Zhao and Leung [16]
have studied the interference effects on a row of ﬁve tall
square plan shaped buildings, Amin and Ahuja [17] has
calculated the mean interference effects between two
rectangular located in close proximity in a conﬁguration
of ‘L’ and ‘T’ plan shape buildings, Hui, Tamura and
Yoshida [18] have studied peak interference effect of a
square plan shape model on a rectangular plan shape
model and vice versa and found huge difference in the
values for isolated and interference studies. Similarly,
Bairagi and Dalui [19] have studied the interference effect
between twin rectangular models with varying distance
between the two to ﬁnd out optimum spacing between the
twin buildings for 00 and 900 wind incidence conditions.
In addition, some researches [20–23] have studied the
interference effects among twin square plan shaped
models for various distances between the twin interfering
buildings. It is evident that no experimental study has
been carried out on complex plan shaped tall buildings
thus; this accounts for interference study of complex plan
shape building with same or different plan shape interfering buildings.
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Figure 1. The Flatiron Building, New York city.

Focus of present study is concentrated at experimental
investigation for understanding the mutual interference
between twin Square and Fish- plan shape Building models.
Depending upon various arrangements among twin Fishplan shape building models four interference conditions
(ﬁgure 13) i.e., Back-to-Back, Front-to-Front, Front-toBack and Back-to-Front is taken for the study. As Squareplan shape model is symmetrical about both the axis thus
only Full Blockage interference condition (ﬁgure 12) is
taken into account. Isolated wind incidence conditions at 00
and 1800 is also studied as the direction of wind ﬂow in all
the interference conditions are either of these wind directions depending upon the orientation principal building
model to incident wind.
An approach is made to ﬁnd out a generalized relation
between relative height and Cp variation along vertical
centerline at each face for all isolated and interference
conditions. Also, for cladding structures surface design
determination of position of high pressure and high
suction regions is signiﬁcant as it causes high external
compression and high external tension on cladding surface respectively, which further leads to failure of
cladding.
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2. Experimental programme
2.1 Feature of experimental set-up
The experiments have been conducted in open circuit
boundary layer wind tunnel with a section of 2 m x 2 m
and 15 m in length. In order to generate uniform ﬂow of
wind throughout the wind tunnel, square holed honeycomb is positioned at the entrance of the wind tunnel.
Vortex generators and obstructions are placed at the
upstream of wind tunnel for developing boundary layer
ﬂow conditions. A pictorial representation of wind tunnel
facilities is shown in ﬁgure 2. The wind is continuously
ﬂowing through the tunnel with the help of suction by
blower fan, which is producing a constant mean wind
velocity of 10 m/sec during experiment. Pressure model
is placed at the centre of manually controlled turntable,
which rotates the model at various angles. The pressure
tapings of 1 mm diameter made up of steel tubes are
installed near the edges of each face to study the changes
in the variation of pressure due to ﬂow separation. These
tapings points and reference pressure points are attached
to the pressure transducers for measuring pressure
through the Baron instrument attached. Wind pressure on
the models was measured using Baratron Pressure
Transducer, which was capable of measuring extremely
low differential heads. The wind velocity inside the wind
tunnel was measured with the help of the instrument
‘‘TESTO-480’’. A probe was connected to this instrument
to measure the wind velocity at different height, which
had a length of 1 m. The intensity of the turbulence is
deﬁned as the ratio of the standard deviation of ﬂuctuating wind velocity to mean wind velocity.
The variation of mean velocity of wind and turbulence
intensity of the same is shown in ﬁgure 3. The boundary

Figure 3. Mean wind velocity and turbulence intensity proﬁle.

layer wind proﬁle is governed by the power law equation
(Eq. 1):
 a
z
ð1Þ
V ¼ V0
z0
Where, V is the mean velocity at height z above the ground,
V0 is the wind velocity at reference height, zo is the reference height above the ground, i.e. 900mm for the present
experimental work under wind tunnel, and a is the

Figure 2. Pictorial representation for arrangement of facilities under wind tunnel at (a) Plan view and (b) Elevation view.
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exponent power law, varying for different terrains. The
resulting mean wind proﬁle has a power law exponent of
0.22. The mean wind velocity measured at top and turbulence intensity measure at the bottom of model are 10m/s
and 12%, respectively.
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are distributed at seven different height levels at 10 mm, 60
mm, 180 mm, 300 mm, 420 mm, 540 mm and 590 mm
from bottom to acquire a wide and clear picture of the
distribution of pressure on all faces and sides of the models.

2.3 Validation with international codes
2.2 Details of the models
Pressure models of scale 1:300 are made up of transparent
Perspex sheet of 5mm thickness with 600mm height and
40000 mm2 plan area and other dimensions accordingly.
All the dimensions for plan and elevation views of the
models are mentioned in ﬁgures 4(a) and (b) for Square and
Fish- plan shape Model, respectively.
The pressure tapings are shown in the ﬁgures 4(a) and
(b) with the help of black spot marks. The pressure tapings

For validation, experimental study was carried out at the
wind tunnel for a Square- plan shape isolated building
model of 600 mm height and 40000 mm2 plan area under
present working environment. The experimental study has
been validated with different international codes [10–14].
It has been observed that pressure coefﬁcients of windward, leeward and sidewalls of isolating model have
appreciable results with the international codes as shown
in table 1.

Figure 4. Pressure taping layout at elevation and plan view of (a) Square- plan shape Model and (b) Fish- plan shape model (All units:
mm).
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Table 1. Comparison of face pressure coefﬁcient (Cp) on the Square- plan shape tall building.
International Code

Wind angle

Windward side

Leeward side

Side walls

0
90
0
90
0
90
0
90
0
90
0
90

0.71
0.73
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.76
0.76
0.80
0.80

-0.41
-0.42
-0.50
-0.50
-0.50
-0.50
-0.55
-0.55
-0.50
-0.50
-0.25
-0.25

-0.67
-0.66
-0.65
-0.65
-0.70
-0.70
-0.80
-0.80
-0.80
-0.80
-0.80
-0.80

Experimental results
AS/NZS: 1170.2:2002
ASCE/SEI 7-10
EN: 1991-1-4
BS: 6399-2
IS 875 (part 3)

3. Results and discussions
A thorough study of variation of mean pressure and base
shear (designated as Drag force coefﬁcient and Lift force
coefﬁcient) at various wind incidence conditions is carried
out for Square and Fish- plan shape tall building model.
This is a very important step to engineer an understanding
of the variation of cross section plan of building on associated wind pressure on various faces and Base shear on
unit of model before designing the buildings for collapse
and serviceability conditions. For each pressure tapping
point the pressure coefﬁcient is calculated from the formula
Eq. (2) [14]:
Cp ¼

Pa
0:6V 2

ð2Þ

where, Pa is pressure at respective pressure tapping point
and V is the mean wind velocity in m/s at the top of
building model i.e., 10 m/s for this experiment.

3.1 Distribution of minimum, maximum
and average Cp along building periphery
at isolated model conditions for
3.1.1 Isolated Square- plan shape building model
at 00 wind incidence The wind incidence directions for
isolated conditions of a Square- plan shape building model
is given in ﬁgure 5(a). Detailed experimental study for
isolated condition of Square- plan shape model has been
carried out at 0 direction of wind incidence only. As the
model is symmetrical at both the axis thus similar pressure
distribution is also accompanied at 1800 wind direction.
Pressure coefﬁcients are calculated with the help of Eq. (2)
and distribution of minimum, maximum and average Cp at
face around building facade for the isolated condition at
Square- plan shape model is plotted and shown at ﬁgure 6.

Due to suction cladding, materials may oust away
during an episode with relatively strong winds. The
suction pressure is generated due to ﬂow separation at
faces. In suction regions windows panes break and the
broken shards end up dispersed outside the building.
From structural design, point of view average of Cp at
face values may sufﬁce the condition but for cladding
surface design maximum and minimum Cp at face
magnitudes put huge difference to actual conditions.
Larger variation between maximum Cp at a face and
minimum Cp at a face shows huge turbulence at the face
however, this difference does not indicate ﬂuctuation of
wind at the face and thus a thorough study of pressure
coefﬁcient distribution is must. The nearness of average
face Cp magnitudes i.e. Face values to minimum or
maximum Cp at face values indicates larger magnitude of
Cp distribution over the face. From ﬁgure 6 it is evident
that only Face-A is experiencing positive distribution of
pressure due to direct exposure of face to incoming wind.
Maximum Cp at face of 0.97 is experienced at Face-A
which is about 38% higher than average pressure at
Face-A whereas; maximum suction of -0.87 is experienced by side faces Face-B and Face-D which is again
about 30% higher than average suction at side faces.

3.1.2 Isolated Fish- plan shape building model at 00
and 1800 wind incidence The wind incidence directions
for isolated conditions of a Fish- plan shape building model
is given in ﬁgure 5(b). Detailed experimental study for
isolated condition of Fish- plan shape model has been
carried out at 0 and 180 directions of wind incidences.
Although the results of the other isolated and/or interference studies cannot be compared to the Fish– plan shape
model due to the complexity of the model’s shape but, from
the literature by Sanyal and Dalui [24] it is clear that the
distribution of Cp varies with the change on the direction of
wind incidence. As the direction of incident wind is
changing thus, the magnitude and nature of Cp values at
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Figure 5. Wind Directions for Isolated building model (a) Square shape model and (b) Fish- plan shape model.
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Figure 6. Minimum, maximum and average Cp distribution of
Square- plan shape building model along periphery of building for
00.

inner faces are also changing. Figure 7(a) shows the minimum, average and maximum Cp at face distribution for 00
isolated wind direction along Fish- plan shape building
periphery. The overall maximum positive Cp at face of
magnitude 0.74 is observed at Face-C which is closely
followed by Face-A (0.71) because these faces are in direct
exposure to incoming wind. It is observed that at all the
faces perpendicular to the wind incident have higher
magnitudes of Cp and also associate larger swirls as compared to all the parallel faces; this phenomenon is due to the
exposure of perpendicular faces at this wind direction. The
maximum suction of -0.58 is observed at Face-H and FaceJ which also have very less variation between magnitudes
of minimum, maximum and average Cp at face of present
study. For pressure distribution at ‘‘?’’ plan shaped model
[25] the windward Face-A at 00 wind incidence shows the
maximum Cp at of 0.986 which is 39% higher than the
maximum Cp at Face-A at present study, this variation is
due to difference in the exposed surface area between both
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Figure 7. Minimum, maximum and average Cp distribution of Fish- plan shape building model along periphery of building for (a) 0,
(b)180 isolated wind incidence conditions.
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the model’s face. The maximum and minimum Cp at face
values is 0.56 and -0.56 is observed at Face-A and Face-I
respectively for 0 condition. At 0, overall face values
show a decrement of the magnitude with maximum magnitude at Face-A and decreasing towards Face-I thereafter,
it is increasing form Face-I to Face-P.
Figure 7(b) shows the minimum, average and maximum
Cp at face distribution for 1800 isolated wind direction
along Fish- plan shape building periphery. Face-I at 1800
acts as a shield to the downstream faces due to large elevated area of face thus, only Face-I of 180 condition
experiences maximum Cp at face of 0.68 and positive face
value of 0.39. As wind is being separated at wide angles
from both the edges after being incident on Face-I of
principal model thus, less ﬂuctuation of magnitude of face
values can be observed at the downstream faces of the
principal models for all conditions. At 1800 wind condition
sudden hike in the magnitude of face value i.e. average
value of Cp at face is observed between Face-C and Face-D
(-0.63 to -0.27) and then a drop at Face-E (-0.27 to -0.61)
shows reattachment of wind at Face-D and hence turbulence at face.
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distribution on all the surfaces due to incident wind of such
bodies over a terrain (ﬁgure 8).
The present experiment is carried out at Power law index
0.22 with a mean wind velocity of 10m/s at the top of
building model. In the present experiment at square model
H/B (where, H = Height and B = width of model) ratio of
3.0 is considered (ﬁgure 9), whereas; in pressure distribution at ﬁgure 8(a) the study [26] deals model with H/B ratio
as 8.0, Power law index of 0.22 and mean wind velocity at
the top pf model was of 9.3m/s. Distribution of Cp at front,
side and back faces have similar variation along the height
with present experimental condition. However, due to
variation in the mean wind velocity and mainly H/B ratio,
the max Cp at front face is observed as 0.8 which is about
15% lower than that of Face-A at present study. Similarly,
back face of [26] experiences higher suction of about 25%
to that of Face-C of present study. Figure 8(b) shows distribution of Cp along CAARC (0.23) [27] building model
where, H/B ratio is 6.1. The study shows huge difference in
magnitude of Cp of back face to that of Face-C at present
study mainly due to change in the experimental conditions.

3.2.2 Isolated Fish- plan shape building model at 00
and 1800 wind incidence During an episode of wind
3.2 Distribution of pressure coefﬁcient at faces
of building model for
3.2.1 Isolated Square- plan shape building model
at 00 wind incidence All the objects existing in nature
are bluff bodies. Thus, it is important to study the pressure

incidence at such high velocity the edges of all the faces
mostly escape the inﬂuence of incident wind and thus
eddies are formed at such positions. Formation of eddy
creates a space devoid of downstream ﬂuid ﬂow and thus,
any exit can be provided at this portion of building.
However, thorough study needs to be carried out for the
effects of openings at pedestrian level due to high

Figure 8. Mean wind pressure coefﬁcient distributions on (a) Square model at wind direction of 00 [26], and (b) rectangular CAARC
(0.23) at wind direction of 00 [27].
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Figure 9. Pressure distribution of Square- plan Shape building model at 0 (isolated) wind incidence condition.

turbulence at ground level. Windward wind load is
fundamentally blowing wind force that is pressing the
building. The experimental study of pressure distribution on
the walls of asymmetric trapped body under turbulent
supersonic ﬂow [28] concludes that the cladding pressure
varies signiﬁcantly with angle of attack which is also
apparent in the present study from the variation of Cp
values.
The opposite placed face pairs such as Face-B and FaceP, Face-C and Face-O etc. would have mirrored Cp distribution over the face in all conditions of wind incidence
with or without the presence of interfering model for Fishplan shape building models. Thus, for ﬁgures 10, 11, 17, 18,
19 and 20 distribution of pressure coefﬁcient is shown for
Face- A to Face- I only.
The distribution of pressure coefﬁcients at Fish–plan
shape model for 00 wind incidence is shown in ﬁgure 10.
Very minimal variation is evident between 1/3rd to 2/3rd
heights at Face-A due to uniform exposure to wind to face
at such height. Two large symmetrical vortices are formed
in the wake region at Face-I with its centre at 1/3rd height
as the wind stream is getting deviated away from Face-I
symmetrically from both sides. For 00 wind incidence rear
Face-G at ‘‘Z’’ plan building model [29] and rear Face-I of
present study shows agreement with the ﬂow pattern due to
similar positioning of faces. Also huge agreement is seen
between the pressure distribution patterns of ‘‘?’’ plan
shaped [25] model and present study model for front and
side faces for 00 isolated wind incidence conditions

however, the magnitude differs due to the variation of
shape and exposed elevated area between the models of
both studies. Distribution of pressure coefﬁcients of face
pair Face-B- Face-C, Face-D-Face-E etc of present study is
compared to Front and Right face of L- Shape model [30] at
00 wind direction due to similar orientation of face pairs to
each other and to incident wind. In both the models formation of pressure region is evident at perpendicular face;
wind is then reﬂected to parallel face. In L-shape model the
perpendicular face have higher magnitude of Cp as compared to parallel face whereas; in Fish- plan shape model
the perpendicular face have lesser magnitude of Cp as
compared to parallel face, this difference in phenomenon is
due to the presence of neighbour interfering faces in Fishplan shape model. All parallel faces to wind direction in 00
wind incidence (Face-B, Face-D, Face-F, etc.) can be used
as openings like balconies.
The distribution of pressure coefﬁcients at Fish- plan
shape model for 1800 wind incidence is shown in ﬁgure 11.
Face-I is handling the severity of wind due to direct
exposure to incident wind. Recently, it has been suggested
that the wind pressure coefﬁcient at a point on a surface
signiﬁcantly varies with wind incidence angle and surface
curvature [31]. At 180wind direction, positive pressure
occurs at Face-I and negative pressure at all the other faces
of the model as the wind stream is getting deviated away
from downstream faces after the wind is incident at Face-I.
Due to large elevated area of windward Face-K at 00 wind
incidence at ‘‘E’’ shaped model [32] and that of Face-I at
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Figure 10. Pressure distribution of Fish- plan shape building model for selective faces at 0 (isolated) wind incidence condition.

1800 wind incidence of present experimental study the ﬂow
pattern shows similarity. Where, for both the studies maximum Cp is found at 0.70 H to 0.75 H at vertical centerline
of the face which is then further distributed at both the sides
symmetrically. Face pair Face-G- Face-F of present study is
compared to L-Shape model’s [30] right and Front faces at
1800 wind direction due to similar orientation of face pairs
to each other and to incident wind. In present study, huge
swirl of wind is noticeable on Face-F due to high turbulence
of wind at Face-G and at neighbour interfering faces
whereas; in L-shape model [30] due to variation in size and
absence of interfering neighbour faces the phenomenon of
swirl is absent. The highest positive Cp of 0.70 is found at
Face-I which is about 6% lesser than the overall highest
positive Cp of 0.74 (at Face-C and Face-O) as found at 00
wind incidence of present study, this is mainly because of
the large difference in the exposed elevated area of face and
orientation of model to the incident wind. Overall maximum suction of -0.83 is found at both Face-E and Face-M
which is about 43% greater than that found at 00 wind
incidence of present study due to higher angle of deﬂection
of wind stream at 1800 wind incidence. Face-C and Face-O
have little ﬂuctuation of pressure over the face as due to
stagnation of wind incident at faces. Variation pattern of
wind around the model is different in 180 as compared to

0 wind incidence. Decrease in pressure at windward faces
causes less compression at cladding surface whereas,
increase in suction leads to high tension at cladding surface.
Interference study
In interference studies blockage in wind tunnel is an
important problem associated with wind tunnel tests. Due
to interference of nearby buildings the pressure on principal building might increase or decrease depending upon
many conditions like terrain category, exterior shape of
building, cross-sectional plan of building, aspect ratio,
etc.
The Fish- plan shape buildings are symmetrical about
one axis thus for the present work only four orientation with
100% blockage conditions are considered with 10% gap
between all the twin plan models model i.e. 60 mm as
suggested by Cook [33], Houghton and Carruthers [34].
The limitation of the present study lies with the thorough
study of tandem and staggered arrangement of twin Fishplan shape models.
For Square- plan shape model, only Full Blockage
interference is considered due to symmetrical shape of
model (ﬁgure 12). However, for Fish- plan shape model
interference study has been carried out for four interfering
conditions; ﬁgure 13(a) Back to Back; (b) Back to Front;
(c) Front-to-Back and (d) Front-to-Front.
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Figure 11. Pressure distribution of Fish- plan shape building model for selective faces at 180 (isolated) wind incidence condition.

3.3.2 Interference conditions of Fish- plan shape
model Figure 15 shows distribution of minimum,

Figure 12. Full Blockage interference condition of Square- plan
shape building model. (All units: mm).

3.3 Distribution of minimum, maximum
and average Cp along building periphery
at interference model conditions for
3.3.1 Full Blockage interference condition of Square
model Mutual interference between twin Square- plan
shape models results in the decrease of face values as
compared to isolated condition of similar shape model. Due
to interference between twin Square building models
(ﬁgure 14) all the faces are experiencing suction as the
instrumented model is under wake region of interfering
model. About 54% decrease in maximum suction is
experienced at faces due to inﬂuence of interference.

maximum and average Cp at face around building facade
for all interference conditions. At Back-to-Back
interference condition (ﬁgure 15(a)) largest variation
between minimum and maximum Cp at face is observed
at Face-I with which shows huge turbulence of wind at the
face which is evident from ﬁgure 10. At Face-E 59%
difference between maximum and minimum Cp at face
values is explained through huge swirls due to reattachment
of wind stream at the face. For Front-to-Back (ﬁgure 15(b))
interference condition the distribution of minimum,
maximum and average Cp at face values indicates
uniform ﬂow at the principal building model due to the
orientation of twin interfering models to each other.
Irrespective of the orientation of interfering model the
principal model at both Back-to-Front (ﬁgure 15(c)) and
Front-to-Front (ﬁgure 15(d)) interference conditions the
overall increase in magnitude of face values from Face-A to
Face-I then decreasing from Face-I to Face-P is observed.
Small rise in face vales for consequent faces shows swirl of
wind whereas; huge rise denotes formation of pressure
regions at face with higher magnitude of face value. Sudden
decrease in face value between consequent faces shows
formation of vortices. At ﬁgure 15(c) due to orientation of
twin models to each other, large suction region is generated
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Figure 13. Various Interference Conditions of Fish- plan shape building model. (All units: mm).
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Figure 14. Minimum, maximum and average Cp distribution
along periphery of Square- plan shape building model for Full
Blockage Interference Condition.

between both the models and thus, largest variation (91%)
between minimum and maximum Cp values is observed for
Face-C. Face-I at Back-to-Front (ﬁgure 15(c)) and Front-toFront (ﬁgure 15(d)) interfering conditions exhibits least
turbulence due to least affected orientation of model’s face
to incoming wind.

3.4 Distribution of pressure coefﬁcient at faces of
3.4.1 Square- plan shape building model at Full
Blockage interference condition All the faces of
Square- plan shape model at Full Blockage interference
condition (ﬁgure 16) experiences suction as the principal
building is under the wake region created by interfering
model. Face-A experiences maximum suction of -0.38
because of the shielding effect of interfering building. The
maximum suction at interference condition is about 54%

less than that at isolated condition. Face-B, Face-C and
Face-D experiences suction throughout the height but due
to uniﬁcation of wind stream at side faces the suction is
reduced to that of maximum suction at isolated condition.
In the experimental study for tandem arrangement of
models the Cp distribution at x/b = 1.5 for side faces show
side wash from inner edge [21] which is also evident in the
present interference condition however, due the magnitude
of suction at present interference condition is very less
(about 90%) as compared to buildings in tandem
arrangement. Hui, Yoshida and Tamura [35] have studied
the interference effect on two rectangular shaped models by
keeping the models at parallel and perpendicular
arrangement to each other, through study the author have
cautioned for detailed study at the edges and corners as
these parts are concentrated with huge pressure variations.
The interference study by Kim and Kanda [36], have
associated their interference study with the change in the
height of the interfering building model to the instrumented
model and found that the highest suctions increase with
increase in height of interfering building. Due to high
complexity of the building plan of model in present study, it
is impossible to correlate the results of pressure distributions to previous interference aerodynamic studies.
Entrance to building can be provided at Face-A because of
the limited cross sectional size of the face. The declaration
is partly dependent on architectural requirements to provide
safety and security, as the safety and security criteria
include areas such as building control. Also, Face-A at
ground level experiences lesser turbulence of wind at all
wind incidences when compared to other faces at similar
conditions. The adjoining edges between the wall pair like
Face-B and Face-C and also Face-C and Face-D is least
affected as eddy formation is taking place due to ﬂow
separation at such areas and thus openings can be provided
near the attached edges. Depressed faces like Face-F, FaceL can be provided as emergency exits because at the time of
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Figure 15. Minimum, maximum and average Cp distribution along periphery of Fish- plan shape building model for (a) Back-to-Back;
(b) Front-to-Back; (c) Back-to-Front; (d) Front-to-Front Interference conditions.

emergency they provide fair access to all the interior places.
Even, at all the isolated and interference conditions of Fishplan shape model, less variance of Cp is observed at the
faces due to the orientation of both faces to the wind
incidence. However, for providing any entrance and exit at
any portion of building thorough study for the effects of
openings at pedestrian level due to high turbulence at
ground level is needed beforehand. Elevated portions like
area between Face-G, Face-H and Face-I and between
Face-I, Face-J and Face-K can be used as lift areas.

3.4.2 Fish- plan shape building model at all
interference conditions In Back-to-Back interference
condition (ﬁgure 17) the principal and the interfering
building models are oriented by placing the back faces i.e.
Face-I in front of each other. The principal building is
observed to have negative Cp throughout the faces of the
model due to the ﬂow separation after the wind is incident
on the interfering building and gradually separated in either
direction. Cp distribution at Face-I shows little ﬂuctuation
from bottom to 5/6th height due to shielding effect of
interfering building. Symmetrical ﬂow pattern can be seen

from the ﬁgure due to symmetrical plan and orientation of
both principal and interfering models. Face-D and Face-N
can be seen to have rapid variation in the pressure
coefﬁcients from -0.53 to -0.58 throughout the horizontal
line due to high swirl of wind caused by reattachment of
wind stream at the face. After Face-I all the faces that are
parallel to the wind ﬂow have higher magnitude of Cp as
compared to all the other non- parallel faces, this
characteristic is similar to the isolated 0 condition,
however, in this case the nature of pressure coefﬁcients is
negative.
In Back-to-Front interference condition (ﬁgure 18) the
principal and interfering building models are oriented by
placing the front face and back face respectively in front of
each other. The principal building is observed to have
negative Cp throughout the faces of the model due to the
shielding effect of the interfering building. Due to upwash
large ﬂuctuations of pressure is seen at top 1/6th height at
Face-A, Face-B, Face-C, Face-E, Face-P, Face-O and FaceM. Also, suction is observed at 1/3rd height of Face-I due to
ﬂow contraction at the rear face of the principal model. At
Face-I when the ﬂow is contracted towards the face from
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Figure 16. Pressure distribution of Square- plan Shape building model at Full Blockage (interference) wind incidence condition.

Figure 17. Pressure distribution of selective faces for Fish- plan shape building model at Back-to-Back interference condition.
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Figure 18. Pressure distribution of selective faces for Fish- plan shape building model at Back-to-Front interference condition.

both sides, rapid changes in the pressure can be observed at
both the edges observed as side wash. In this interference
condition, due to orientation of both the buildings with
respect to each other the downstream wind becomes highly
unsettled.
In Front-to-Back interference condition, the principal
and interfering building models are oriented by placing the
front face and back face respectively in front of each other
(ﬁgure 19). Two small vortices are observed at 1/3rd height
of model at Face-I due to channelling effect arising at the
middle of both the models. Further, the wind stream getting
deviated at wider angle on both sides thus, generation of
wake region can be observed at downstream faces causing
decrease in the magnitude of Cp. As a result, highest negative Cp of -0.97 can be observed at Face-I and lowest Cp of
-0.38 at Face-A. The wind is seen to be twisting at Face-H
and Face-J and also at Face-G and Face-K due to high swirl
of stream as a result of interference effect of neighbouring
faces.
In Front-to-Front interference condition, the principal
and the interfering building models are oriented by
placing the Face-A in front of each other (ﬁgure 20). The
wind after hitting Face-I of the interfering building is
deviating on both sides at wider angle, but when it is
reaching the principal building model it is further

reattaching to model thus, a channelling effect is created
at the middle of both the models. This building model is
more or less behaving similar to the model at isolated 0
condition. The difference between the isolated 0 condition and Front-to-Front interference condition is the
change in nature of pressure (negative); this is due to the
presence of interfering building and thus, formation of
wake region at the location of principal building. Face-A
is experiencing maximum negative pressure coefﬁcient of
-1.06 due to orientation of interfering model and also
ﬂow pattern of wind around bluff body. Further
downstream side, at Face-F and Face-L the wind is
changing its direction, thus twisting of wind stream
is observed along the height of model. Large ﬂuctuation
(-0.48 to -0.36) in the form of side wash form inner edge
is observed at mid height of Face-G and Face-K. Contraction of wind stream towards Face-I is observed, thus
experiencing side wash from both the edges symmetrically. Also small vortex is observed at the centreline of
Face-I at 1/6th height of model with the centre of -0.295
due to high swirl of wind caused by contraction of wind
stream. At 1800 isolated wind direction and all interference conditions perpendicular faces (Face-C, Face-E,
Face-G, etc) will sufﬁce the wind induced conditions for
providing balconies.
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Figure 19. Pressure distribution of selective faces for Fish- plan shape building model at Front-to-Back interference condition.

3.5 Pressure interference factor (average)
The interference effect is an experience caused by presence
of one or more objects in the path ﬂuid ﬂow obstructing it
to the principal or test object. With the help of this factor
the average face Cp variation of the instrumented tall
building model is being analysed. Interference factor for
Face Average is [22]:
Average Interference Factor ðIFpÞ
Face Average Cp with interference
¼
Face Average Cp without interference

ð3Þ

Interference factors associated with the interference
study between square shaped twin building models by
changing distance and position between the two in grid
form suggests that the study is useful in identiﬁcation of
potential interference issue [20]. In the interference study
between twin rectangular building model the overall maximum and minimum IFp is 1.05 and 0.5 respectively for
parallel and perpendicular arrangement among the building
models [35]. Whereas, interference factor reaches up to -2.6
for side face in tandem arrangement for a said distance (x/b
= 1.5) between the twin square plan models [22].

3.5.1 Full Blockage interference condition of Square
model All IFp magnitudes for interference study for
Square- plan shape at Full Blockage (ﬁgure 21) condition

lies between -0.52 and 0.4. Magnitude of 1\ IFp\1
represents decrease in Cp of principal building due to
shielding effect of interfering building model. Face-A in
this interference condition experiences minimum IFp of 0.52 as due to shielding effect of interfering building model
Face-A of principal model is situated in wake region at
present interference condition.

3.5.2 Interference conditions of Fish- plan shape
model IFp\1 represents decrease in Cp due to shielding
effect of upstream building resulting with a huge
development of turbulence between two interfering twin
models. Whereas, IFp[1 represents increase in Cp due to
upstream building. In the present experimental study for
interference between twin Fish- plan shape model
(ﬁgure 22) only Face-I for Back-to-Back interference
condition (ﬁgure 22(a)) and Front-to-Back interference
condition (ﬁgure 22(b)) have IFp\1 with magnitudes of 1.55 and -1.98 respectively. Max negative IFp of the
magnitude -11.17 is found at Face-F and Face-L of Backto-Front interference condition (ﬁgure 22(c)) and of
magnitude -7.83 in Front-to-Front interference condition
(ﬁgure 22(d)). Such high negative IFp values of interference
study shows generation of very high suction region at the
said faces due to the presence of interfering building. Thus
potential interference issue is concentrated at Face-F and
Face-L of Back-to-Front and Front-to-Front interference
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Figure 20. Pressure distribution of selective faces for Fish- plan shape building model at Front-to-Front interference condition.

(Drag force) and across-wind force (Lift force) acting on
the model is calculated with the help of formulae as
incorporated in the previous studies [22]:

0.4

IFavg

0.2
0.0

FD ¼

-0.2

N
X

ðpi Ai ni;along Þ

ð4Þ

ðpi Ai ni;across Þ

ð5Þ

i¼1

-0.4
-0.6
A

B

C

D

Face

Figure 21. Average Interference Factors (IFavg) of Square- plan
shape building model at Full Blockage Interference condition.

conditions. Such high magnitudes of IFp is not found at any
other studies. High magnitudes of IFp are arising due to the
complexity of the plan shape of building and thus accounts
for further study of the said cases. Very high IFp
magnitudes show unfavorable positions in buildings from
structural design as well as cladding design point of view.

3.6 Base Shear coefﬁcients CD and CL
3.6.1 Force Coefﬁcients From the measured pressure
at various pressures taping points on all the walls of the
principal building model, aerodynamic along-wind force

FL ¼

N
X
i¼1

Where, FD, and FL are the along-wind force and acrosswind force, respectively. pi, and Ai are the pressure and
tributary area of tap i and ni,along and ni,cross are unit
direction cosines to the surface of the building.
Force coefﬁcients are representation of forces and calculated with the help of formulae as incorporated in the
previous studies [37]:
CD ¼

FD
0:5qBHV 2

ð6Þ

CL ¼

FL
0:5qBHV 2

ð7Þ
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Figure 22. Average Interference Factors (IFavg) (a) Back-to-Back; (b) Front-to-Back; (c) Back-to-Front; (d) Front-to-Front Interference
conditions.

Where, CD and CL are base force coefﬁcients, B is the
dimension of building model perpendicular to incident
wind, H is the height of the model.

3.6.2 Force coefﬁcients of Square -plan shape
building model The magnitudes of Drag force
coefﬁcients when compared to magnitudes of Lift force
coefﬁcients portray large variation due to the normal wind
directions in the direction of symmetry of model
(ﬁgure 23). Dominant wind direction of present study is
shown by Along isolated wind conditions. Where the CD at
full blockage condition shows decrement, the CL value
shows near about same magnitudes. Due to symmetrical
form of principal as well as interference Square-plan shape
building models along both the axis thus, resulting in
symmetrical ﬂow at full blockage condition around twin
building models, non-variation of Lift force coefﬁcient is
induced. Shielding effect refers to the situation where,
before reaching the principal structure wind has to move
through any structure(s) located on the upstream wind side
[14]. Due to the shielding effect, it is clear from the contour

plots of all the interference conditions that the principal
structure is under suction, i.e. negative pressure. The faces
lying at the interface between the twin models experiences
maximum suction in all interference conditions. Due to its
high magnitude of coefﬁcients, the nature of force and
pressure at the interfaces dominates the resulting direction
of force and pressure. Thus the resultant net pressure
coefﬁcients and net Drag force coefﬁcients is negative in
nature is acting against the direction of wind incidence.

3.6.3 Force coefﬁcients of Fish- plan shape building
model It has been widely recognized that external shapes
of tall buildings play an important role in the generation of
wind loads on high-rise structures [38]. In addition, it was
relayed by Sakamoto and Haniu [39] and Song et al [40]
that the ﬂuctuating components of drag force coefﬁcients
CD and lift force coefﬁcients CL of the principal building
model are not signiﬁcantly affected by the gap distance of
the interfering model. Unlike Full blockage condition all
the interfering conditions shows variation in CL because
asymmetrical cross-section plan of Fish- plan shape model
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Figure 23. Base force coefﬁcients of Square- plan shape building model at all wind conditions (a) Drag Force Coefﬁcients; (b) Lift
Force Coefﬁcients.

ð9Þ
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-0.4

ð8Þ

The corresponding interference positions of maximum
EIF i.e. peak acceleration response interference factors are
shown at the top of each bar by x/b, y/b in ﬁgure 25 for
along-wind and across-wind directions for various breadth
ratios between same height of models [41]. The study by
Yu et al [41] has been performed for twin models for H/B
of 6:1, mean wind velocity at top of model is 12.9 m/s and
a = 0.22. It is found that maximum Along-wind (Drag
force) EIF was 1.6 at (x/b, y/b) = (2, 0.9) which shows high
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3.7 Force Interference Factors

1800

along one axis thus, generation of huge turbulence at
principal model depending upon the orientation of twin
models.
In ﬁgure 24 for Fish- plan shape model maximum CD
of 1.1 is found at 1800 isolated wind incidence followed
by 00 wind incidence with 23% decrement. Maximum CL
is manifested by 00 wind incidence is 0.14 closely followed by 1800 wind incidence with 7% decrease. Overall, minimum CD is exhibited by Back-to-Back inference
condition whereas, minimum CL is exhibited by Front-toBack and Front-to-Front interference condition. Enormous decrease in magnitude irrespective of nature of CD
and CL is shown for all interfering conditions when
observed against isolated wind conditions mainly due to
shielding effect of interfering building model and hence
reduced effect of direct exposure to wind. From the
results, it is clearly visible that the overall efﬁciency of
principal building is enhanced due to interference effect
[22].

-0.05

-0.6

WIND CONDITION

(a)

WIND CONDITION

(b)

Figure 24. Base force coefﬁcients for Fish- plan shape building model at all wind conditions (a) Drag Force Coefﬁcients; (b) Lift Force
Coefﬁcients.
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twin models to each other as well as to incident wind
increases turbulence between both the models. Under same
working environment, the Fish –plan shape principal
models at all interference conditions display less inﬂuence
on lift forces compared to Square-plan shape model at Full
blockage condition. Whereas, increased inﬂuence on drag
force is noticeable at Back-to-Front, Front-to-Back and
Front-to-Front interference condition of ﬁsh-plan shape
model compared to Square-plan shape model at Full
blockage interference condition.

Figure 25. The results of maximum values of EIF (Envelope
Interference Factor) [41].

inﬂuence of staggered arrangement for Br = 1.0; where, BR
is Breadth ratio among breadth of interfering model and
principal building model. Maximum Across-wind (Lift
force) EIF is 1.4 for Br = 1.0; at (x/b, y/b) = (2,0) i.e.
16.67% clear gap between twin models at tandem
arrangement; which shows dominance of shielding which is
also visible at present experimental work. Similarly, the
results from study by Mara [20] deals with models under
urban exposure with H/D of 7:1 at a wind velocity of 4.9m/
s in tandem arrangement. It is found that at minimum clear
gap of 28.6% of height of model, the Along-wind (Drag
force) IFm is 0.6 and Across-wind (Lift force) IFm is 1.0 for
study by Mara [20]. Whereas, in current study for Sqaureplan shape model at Full Blockage condition for reduced
gap between twin models Along-wind (Drag force) IFCD of
-0.12 is found to be decreasing with reduced gap between
twin models when compared to study conducted out by
Mara [20]. For current study where, IFCD is decreasing due
to shielding effect but IFCL of 1.25 is found to be increasing
at reduced gap between twin models due to formation of
turbulent shear layer at side faces of principal building
model. For all interference conditions for Fish- plan shape
model, magnitudes of IFCD and IFCL (table 2) are very less
as compared to said studies; this variation is mainly associated with the external shape of the building. Maximum
IFCD (-0.43) is shown by Front-to-Front condition and
maximum IFCL (-0.38) is shown by Front-to-Back condition is shown by Front-to-Front condition as orientation of

Table 2. Force Interference Factors for Square and Fish- plan
shape building model.
Interference conditions
Full Blockage
Back-to-Back
Back-to-Front
Front-to-Back
Front-to-Front

IFCD

IFCL

-0.12
-0.12
-0.28
-0.38
-0.43

1.25
-0.13
-0.16
-0.38
-0.35

3.8 Distribution of pressure coefﬁcient
along centre vertical line for each face at all wind
incidence conditions
Variation of Cp along vertical centerline of all faces for
isolated and interfering wind incidence conditions are
shown in ﬁgures 26 to 34. All the vertical line plots are
simpliﬁed images of complex contour plots for faces and
gives a broader picture of variation of Cp along height of
face. The comparison centerline plots of all faces over
varied wind incidences gives a ﬁne picture of the change of
ﬂow pattern along faces in a particular wind direction.
An attempt has been made to ﬁnd out a generalised
relation between relative height and Cp along vertical
centreline at each face for all isolated and interference
conditions. The variations of Cp along height cannot be
linearly regressed due to wide variable ranges and hence
the curve ﬁtting process of all the isolated and interference
parameters is complex. From regression analysis a basic
equation (Eq.10) is further developed to consider pressure
coefﬁcient distribution along vertical centreline at each face
for present experimental conditions.
2
3n
1
5
Cp ¼ a  4
ð10Þ
Hi
1 þ ebð H Þ
Where; Hi/H is relative height with Hi varying as 0 mm, 10
mm, 60 mm, 180 mm, 300 mm, 420 mm, 540 mm, 590 mm
and 600 mm and H is height of model (600mm), a, b and
n are constants and can be seen varying with the faces
among various wind incidence conditions.

3.9 Vertical centreline Cp distribution at each face
along Square- plan shape model for Isolated
and interference condition
3.9.1 Square-plan shape building model for 00
isolated condition The present study exhibits
symmetrical ﬂow pattern along vertical centerline due to
symmetrical shape of both the models along the direction of
wind incidences, this is also noticeable in the study for ‘?’
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Figure 26. Vertical centreline pressure Distribution of Square- plan shape model at 00 wind incidence condition

plan shape building model at similar working environment.
[25].
Eq.(11) to Eq. (13) satisﬁes the vertical centreline Cp
distribution shown in ﬁgure 26. Centreline at Face-B and
Face-D over line each other due to symmetrical distribution
and thus is generalised with the help of Eq.(12).

3.9.2 Full Blockage interference condition of Square
model Due to shielding of principal model and vortex
generation at Face-A (as validated from ﬁgure 16) at Fullblockage condition (ﬁgure 27) the vertical centreline shows
large variation along height. The centreline distributions of
side faces at this interference condition is satisﬁed by
Eq.(15) and front and back faces by Eq.(14) and Eq.(16)
respectively.

3.10 Vertical centreline Cp distribution at each
face along Fish- plan shape model for Isolated
and interference condition
3.10.1 Fish- plan shape building model for 00 isolated
condition From the studied carried out by Bhattacharyya
[32] it is apparent that results of distribution of pressure
coefﬁcient over a E-plan shaped building model at
windward, leeward and all other faces exhibit huge
differences with that of regular cubical model, the similar
results are also exhibited by Fish- plan shape model

(ﬁgure 28) at isolated 00 wind incidence of the present
study, given the experimental environment is same.
Although all the vertical centerline Cp distributions
satisfy, the distribution along Eq.(10) but due gradual
increase in the cross-section dimension of model large
variation of Cp distribution among neighboring side faces is
seen and thus, generalization of all distributions into one
equation is impossible with minimum residual (R2). Where,
R2 is a statistical measure, which shows the proportion of
variance in a regression equation. Eq. (17) to Eq. (20) for
satisﬁes vertical centerline distribution of grouped faces.
The study is taken into consideration because of close
resemblance of exterior shape of Triangle- plan shape
model [42] to Fish- plan shape model. Figure 29 shows
vertical line plot of triangular model at 00 wind direction at
Terrain B (Power law index 0.16), China. This power law
index is associated with open terrain. Due to fewer
obstructions at this terrain category, the distribution of Cp
varies when compared to Fish- plan shape model at 1800
wind incidence at present study condition. Hence, it is also
concluded that Eq.(10) does not satisfy the vertical distribution proﬁle of ﬁgure 29.
Only Face-I among all the surfaces for 1800 wind incidence condition (ﬁgure 30) at shows positive Cp distribution throughout the height, the vertical distribution of which
is satisﬁed by Eq.(23). Due to huge cross-sectional magnitude of Face-I the face acts as shield for upstream faces
and thus all other faces are under wake region and
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Figure 27. Vertical centreline pressure Distribution of Square- plan shape model at Full Blockage interference condition.

Figure 28. Vertical centreline pressure Distribution of Fish- plan shape model at 00 wind incidence condition.
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Figure 29. Mean Cp along height of triangular model at 00 wind
direction, Terrain B, China [42].

experiences suction. The angle of separation of wind is
wide and hence less inﬂuence of wind is experienced by
upstream faces and thus, Eq.(21) satisﬁes the vertical distribution of most of the faces. However, Face-D and Face-N
undergoes huge variation of Cp throughout its height due to
uniﬁcation of wind stream thus, Eq. (22) meets the
condition.

3.10.2 Fish- plan shape building model for 1800
isolated condition See ﬁgures 30 and 31.
3.10.3 Back-to-Back Blockage interference condition
of Fish- plan shape model In Back-to-Back (ﬁgure 31)

Sådhanå
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and Front-to-Back interference (ﬁgure 32) condition of
Fish- plan shape twin building models due to orientation of
principal building model the upstream faces of
instrumented building experiences less variation among
side faces. In both of these interference conditions Face-I
acts as shield to upstream faces. Flow separation is apparent
from the edges of Face-I and thus wake region is generated
at neighbouring faces. Due to less inﬂuence of incident
wind, less ﬂuctuation of Cp is noticeable at side faces.
Through careful regression analysis Eqs. (24) to (27) is
generated which satisﬁes the vertical centreline proﬁles of
said grouped faces.

3.10.4 Front-to-Back Blockage interference condition
of Fish- plan shape model At Back-to-Front (ﬁgure 33)
and Front-to-Front (ﬁgure 34) interference condition due to
orientation of principal to downstream interfering model
channelling effect is experienced at the interface between
twin models. Due to this channelling effect the
neighbouring faces are experiencing near about similar
distribution and thus are satisﬁed by distribution Eq.(28)
and Eq.(31) respectively. The distribution of upstream faces
is governed by point of separation of wind stream as well as
cross sectional shape of model which in this condition is
gradually increasing. Due to huge ﬂuctuation of Cp at all
the surfaces generalising equation for vertical centreline

Figure 30. Vertical centreline pressure Distribution of Fish- plan shape model at 1800 wind incidence condition.
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Figure 31. Vertical centreline pressure Distribution of Fish- plan shape model at Back-to-Back interference condition.

Figure 32. Vertical centreline pressure Distribution of Fish- plan shape model at Front-to-Back interference condition.
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Figure 33. Vertical centreline pressure Distribution of Fish- plan shape model at Back-to-Front interference condition.

Figure 34. Vertical centreline pressure Distribution of Fish- plan shape model at Front-to-Front interference condition.
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proﬁle is difﬁcult and thus Eq.(29), Eq.(30), Eq.(31) and
Eq.(32) and Eq.(33) is generated in order to satisfy the
vertical distributions of said faces.

3.10.5 Back-to-Front Blockage interference condition
of Fish- plan shape model See ﬁgure 33.
3.10.6 Front-to-Front
Blockage
interference
condition of Fish- plan shape model See ﬁgure 34.

4. Conclusions
This paper summarizes the ﬁndings of an extensive windtunnel study on wind induced pressure and base shear on
isolated and interference Square and Fish- plan shape tall
building models. The experiments are carried out under
conditions prevailing power law exponent of 0.22 and
under a constant ﬂow of wind with velocity of 10 m/sec.
For better comparison the volume of both the models are
kept same with plan area of model as 40000 mm2 and
height as 600 mm. For isolated standing model conditions,
0 and 180 wind directions are considered. For interference studies, ﬁve peculiar arrangements of twin building
models are taken by considering a constant 60 mm distance
i.e. 10% of the height of model between both the twin
models. The current study shows that pressure and base
shear induced on model building is signiﬁcantly affected by
the model geometry and condition of wind incidence (isolated or interference). The important outcomes of the present study are summarized below.
• Fish- plan shape of building model has differing results
of Cp values from that of standard square and
rectangular models thus; use of standard codes will
not sufﬁce for cladding design.
• Under same working environment the test results for
windward face of isolated Fish- plan shape model at 00 i.e.
Face-A (Face Value = 0.56) and 1800 i.e. Face-I (Face
value = 0.44) when compared to square shape model at 00
i.e Face-A (Face Value = 0.71) wind incidences show
21% and 38% decrease in pressure respectively.
• Under same working environment the test results for
leeward face of isolated Fish- plan shape model at 00
i.e. Face-I (Face Value = -0.51) and 1800 i.e. Face-A
(Face value = -0.76) when compared to square shape
model at 00 i.e. Face-C (Face Value = -0.41) wind
incidences show increase in suction by 24% and 85%
respectively.
• At 1800 isolated wind incidence condition, Fish- plan
shape model experiences about 30% decrease in the
overall maximum pressure (Cp= 0.68) and also 5%
decrease in overall maximum suction (Cp= -0.83) due
to shielding effect of Face-I when compared to isolated
Square shape model with overall maximum pressure of
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Cp= 0.97 and overall maximum suction of Cp= -0.87.
• At Front-to-Front interference condition the Fish- plan
shape model experiences huge increase in maximum
suction (Cp= -1.06 ) when compared to Full blockage
interference condition of Square shape model (Cp= 0.40) due to complex cross section plan shape of Fishplan shape model.
• For the Fish- plan shape model, CD and CL ( 1.12 and
0.13 respectively) are found to be increased by 25%
and 225% respectively at 1800 isolated condition
compared to the isolated Square- plan shape model
with CD and CL ( 0.90 and 0.04 respectively) at 00
wind incidence due difference in the cross sectional
plan between both the models.
• Maximum increase in CD is encountered by Fish- plan
shape model at Front-to-Back interference condition
(CD= -0.43) when compared to than that at Full
blockage interference condition of the Square- plan
shape model (CD = -0.11).
• At Fish- plan shape model due to complexity of the
building model shape, very high IFp of magnitude 11.17 is generated at Front-to-Back interference condition and of magnitude -7.83 is generated at Front-toFront interference condition both thus, attracts potential interference issues at such faces.
• Drag and Lift Force coefﬁcients for interference cases
largely depend upon the orientation and cross section
shape of interfering model in present study.
• The overall efﬁciency of principal building is enhanced
due to interference effect in both Square and Fish-plan
shape model.
• At Fish- plan shape model overall maximum efﬁciency
in shown by Back-to-Back interference condition when
Drag force and Lift force is considered.
• Overall maximum efﬁciency in terms of induced wind
pressure and force is exhibited by Square- plan shape
model at Full Blockage condition.

5. Recommendations for future research
Based on the present study, it is recommended that future
studies should be carried out in the following areas:
i. Analytical analysis of the all models at the same
working environment.
ii. Response study of the scaled model.
iii. Disturbed ﬂow ﬁeld characteristics and the consequent wind load modiﬁcation by particle image
velocimetry (PIV) for twin building models.
iv. Study of interference effects on principal building
with twin building model in various other conﬁgurations like, varying angle of wind incidence on
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100% blockage in various tandem and staggered
arrangements between twin building models.
v. Study of interference effects on principal building with
couple of buildings of different plan shapes in near
vicinity.
vi. Assessment of aerodynamic modiﬁcations like openings, corner cut, recessed, chamfered etc. on the wind
pressure distribution.
vii. Dynamic response analysis of the buildings using
time varying wind data.
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